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Workshop overview

• What’s wrong with “best practice”?

• X-Factor in a literacy lesson

• Background

• Viewing and discussion

• Our interpretation

• Taking the ideas into your own school

• Discussion and questions

Transcript available here: 
http://dialogicpedagogy.com/aate/

http://dialogicpedagogy.com/aate/


The English National Literacy Strategy

• Literacy Hour 
framework

• 808 termly objectives

• Detailed curricular 
materials 

• Accountability context



What’s wrong with best practice?

• Distorted view of teaching practice as straightforward 

• But teaching is a complex and unpredictable practice because of…

– Interaction with multiple students

– Particularities of context 

– Pace of activity, and centrality of tacit knowledge 

– Conflicting goals and demands 

• It also doesn’t work….
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Case study: some background (1)

• “Towards Dialogue: A Linguistic Ethnographic Study of Classroom 
Interaction and Change” study (with Julia Snell)

• Y5 / Y6 teachers at an East London primary school, “Abbeyford
Primary”

• Video-recording of literacy lessons  (73 lessons in 7 classrooms)

• Fortnightly professional development workshops: planning and 
reflection



Case study context: Ms Leigh’s Year 5 classroom
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Prior to the lesson...
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Lesson segments
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1. Review of previous work and pupil targets (8 minutes)

2. Feedback on one pupil’s story (18 minutes, 45 seconds)

3. Group work (20 minutes)

4. Plenary conclusion (6 minutes 30 seconds)



Harry William Ms. Leigh
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Transcript lines 1-22









Transcript lines 101-196









Transcript lines 283-325







Transcript lines 398-418



Questions?
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Some questions

• What did you notice?  Why might it be significant?  How do you know?

• What is motivating the pupils’ feedback and Harry’s responses?  

• In what ways did the introduction of X-Factor shape the activity and 

pupil learning?  

• What options were available to Ms. Leigh?  Why might she have acted 

as she did?  

• What feedback might you offer Ms. Leigh if she were here?
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Advantages and disadvantages of bringing popular 
culture into the classroom

• Shift in participation frameworks, decentering classroom 
power

• Drama, interest and engagement

• But, not everyone empowered to the same extent 

• Hybrid discourse genre

• No clear teacher role 

• Remember: not planned
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Feedback in a literacy lesson X Factor

Social Field Education / schooling Entertainment / television / music 

Central Task To evaluate and improve a pupil’s written work To evaluate and improve a contestant’s stage 
performance 

Participants & 
Roles

Teacher and pupils Celebrity judges / mentors, contestants, coaches and 
audience 

Purposes
Teacher: to improve an individual pupil’s writing; 

to teach the rest of the class about qualities of 

good writing; to produce an institutionally 

adequate lesson

Pupils: to perform well, be accepted by peers, get 

through the lesson

Producers / judges: to produce an entertaining show (as 
indicated in viewer ratings, which lead to advertising 
revenue); to organise contestants according to their 
relative talent, and promote the best performers to the 
next level

Contestants: to win the show and/or launch a career in 
the entertainment industry

Topic/theme
Issues arising from pupil written work that are 

salient to the official curriculum

Contestant’s performance (but this focal point often 
overridden by discussion of judges’ own careers, 
arguments between judges etc.)

Evaluative criteria National curriculum attainment levels and related 

learning objectives, divided into word, sentence 

and text levels

Does the contestant have the ‘X Factor’? This 
encompasses musical talent, personality (e.g. 
genuineness, likeability), and moral character (e.g. 
humility, niceness) 
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Ms. Leigh’s perspective (excerpt)
After you’ve been teaching for a while it is rare to spend time thinking not just about 
what  you’re  doing, but  why you’re doing it. As a participant in this research the 
opportunity to reflect upon my teaching was interesting but also a little threatening, 
particularly as it was to be done with my peers. Group reflection was not a tool that 
we had used before and as a conclusion was not always reached, it was at times 
frustrating, particularly when trying to isolate what could be done to improve 
standards in the classroom. However, the discussions in themselves raised the 
profile of pedagogy and made us more creative in planning learning opportunities 
for pupils. 
The spur of the moment decision to use the  X Factor format came from previous 
experiences I’d had of groans of complaint in response to lessons where work was 
analysed and then redrafted.  As  such, it immediately engaged the pupils and gave 
them a familiar framework in which to operate, and interest in the learning task was 
immediately provoked, however, it was difficult to sustain this. Again, we return to 
the problem of reaching the majority of pupils for the majority of the time. 
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Reflections?
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Do it yourself

• Setting up groups

• Video-recording lessons (technical and 
ethical issues)

• Selecting and editing clips 

• Structuring and facilitating discussions

• Embedding this process in work 
structures
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The only uniformity of practice that 
the Board of Education desire to see 
in the teaching of Public Elementary 
Schools is that each teacher shall 
think for himself, and work out for 
himself such methods of teaching as 
may use his powers to the best 
advantage and be best suited to the 
particular needs and conditions of 
the school.  

-- Primary Education: Suggestions for 
the consideration of teachers, 1918

Between 1997 and 2001, the 
government led from the centre 
and on key issues – literacy, 
numeracy or school failure for 
example – was unapologetically 
prescriptive… Until the mid-1980s 
what happened in schools and 
classrooms was left almost entirely 
to the teachers to decide... no 
means were in place to ensure 
effective practice was identified, 
disseminated and universally 
adopted. 

-- Michael Barber, “The Next Stage 
for Large Scale Reform in England: 
From Good to Great”, 2002



“What do we find out from the first 3 sentences?  What 
impression do we form of how the boy feels about his grandad?”
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Mr T:    right (.) (what were some) (.) 

what do the first three sentences 

in the story (1) tell us?

(2) “I loved it when my grandad took me out, 

just me and him (.)  

I never knew when I was going out with him (.) 

it just happened every so often” (2) 

does that tell anything about (.) 

his relationship (.) with his grandad? (4)

doesn’t it tell you anything about (.) 

his relationship with his granddad? (.) 

Charles 

Charles: he liked him really

Mr T:    he really loved his granddad 

he really liked (.) his granddad  

it’s told you in those first two sentences

Narrowing

Sufficing
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